**Chapter and Young Eagles Coronavirus Guidelines Update November 4, 2021**

**November 4, 2021** – Young Eagles pilots and EAA chapters have slowly restarted Young Eagles flight activities during 2021. However, the number of youth flown is still being impacted by COVID-19.

Safely reengaging in Young Eagles flights in your area might look different based on the comfort level of the pilots, youths, and the youths’ families. Participation in any Young Eagles activity is completely voluntary, regardless of which protocol is in place.

EAA has also developed an *optional* Young Eagles COVID-19 waiver for the assumption of risk and waiver of liability relating to COVID-19 for a minor. That waiver is available here.

When planning any Young Eagles flights, please follow CDC, state, and local guidelines and/or regulations. All participants should become familiar with the CDC’s suggested health precautions, communicate with your local public health officials (city, county, etc.). Those health officials will have the best overview on the local situation regarding public events.

When participating in Young Eagles activities, please place health and safety first. Chapter members and volunteer pilots have a better gauge on the situation in your community than we here at EAA headquarters, so please decide accordingly when considering the types of events and the potential number of participants.